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When you develop web projects in Visual Studio, you need a web server to test or run them.
Visual Studio lets you test with different web servers, including IIS Express,. Web Application
Projects versus Web Site Projects in Visual Studio.Mobile and Embedded Development. To
create a new local IIS Web site project under the IIS root. Essentially, Visual Studio calls IIS to
create the metadata that IIS requires in order to be able to recognize your folder and pages as a
Web site. You can. .. Web Application Projects versus Web Site Projects in Visual Studio.Jun 1,
2015 . When you try to run a project in Visual Studio you get an error page. When you click the
Visual Studio publish button to deploy an application to IIS on is your development computer
and has Visual Studio 2010 installed on . When I try to open it using Visual studio 2012, I get
following error:. Just don't forget to close then re-open VS for it to reconfigure the IIS . Apr 21,
2011 . The "Use IIS Express" option in Visual Studio. Next, click Yes, and VS will "make a new
site" on IIS Express.. . No more certificate error . How can I change the project port number in
Visual Studio 2013 ? by the URL ( including port), there isn't a way in the VS UI to change this.. .
Under Servers, click Use Visual Studio Development Server or Use Local IIS Web server. How
to solve “Microsoft Visual Studio (VS)” error “Unable to connect to . Jun 3, 2012 . It is also
known as the “Visual Studio Development web server” or. . If you change to a port outside that
range for SSL, you will get an error.Dec 13, 2011 . In Visual Studio 2010, you can create Web
Deploy packages through the UI. The Exclude generated debug symbols option tells VS to
exclude debug server on the Web property tab instead of the Cassini development server..
Package creation will fail with an error similar to this one: "Cannot connect . Dec 12, 2013 .
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Dec 28, 2006 . Authentication error when using Visual Studio F5 debugging not ideal –
especially if you are developing an application that takes advantage. … Now, I un-installed both
IIS and VS.net and installed again in the same order.
Overview. This tutorial shows how to deploy an ASP.NET web application to IIS on the local
computer. When. Choosing the right VS.Php edition. VS.Php comes in two different edition. You
can choose one of them.
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